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	NAME: Sunnar
	DESCRIPTION: The Sunnar are native to the planet Sunnarion IV & seek shelter in the cave systems. They still maintain large colonies w/in the cave system, but they have also moved on to create small settlements on various other planets, with jungle & marsh planets being favorites. They keep their cities close to the surface & often interact with local friendly surface races. While they are generally very polite, they are shy & insecure as a race, & as such, relations with a local community of another race is often initiated by the surface dwellers. Their mushroom caps feed off nutrients in the blood, & they themselves gain the benefits of the mushroom’s spores. The special spores of their mushrooms have an invigorating effect on its host & is something of a panacea. In addition, it helps them blend in & hide in mushroom-rich underground caves. They have an official stance of neutrality. among sentients. They are largely regarded as the medics of the universe. Names: Fingle, Ying, Tokka, Midori, Lomox, Vilgdar.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13: "We don't want see others get hurt.""We would rather run than fight."
	Text Field 7: Fitness +2, Insight +1.
	Text Field 8: The Sunnar have diminutive forms & are topped with a hat-like mushroom. They are born w/o covering on their heads & their brains are covered by skin & muscle only. A symbiotic relationship has developed with the mushrooms they cultivate. Once planted, it takes root & grows with them. Upon maturity, the mushroom caps are typically 1.5-3' diam. Height varies, so they can be anywhere from 1-3' tall. They see perfectly in the dark.
	TALENTS: Sunnar, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Mushroom Cap [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: The Sunnar are skilled healers, using their mastery of underground agriculture to create pharmaceutic wonders. Disease is almost unknown amongst them, & grievous injuries are healed with ease. You gain 2d20 to your Medicine rolls. Lower Diff for rolls for poisons & diseases by 4, min 1.
	TALENT NAME 2: Spore Cloud
	TALENT TEXT 2: The Sunnar can send out spores, 10' rad. burst centered on itself & lasts until the start of the next turn. Any creature, caught in cloud or moves through it is exposed. A creature affected by the spores is sickened for 1d3 rounds if they fail a Fitness roll. It does not hamper vision.
	TALENT NAME 3: Traits (additional)
	TALENT TEXT 3: The Sunnar are quite adept at disguise & camouflage, & they build their small towns to blend into their surroundings. You raise the Diff by 4, max. 5, if hiding in a Sunnar settlement & by 2 anywhere else.
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